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eWorld: Quo Vadis Electronization of Public Administration?

Day 1 - Wednesday 14th October 2009

09.00 – 11.00 registration
11.00 – 11.10 ceremonial opening: introductory word of Mrs. Procházková, director of ILA
11.10 – 11.20 speech of Minister of Interior of the Czech Republic
11.20 – 13.00 salutes and opening reports of selected local and international participants
13.00 – 14.30 lunch
14.30 – 16.15 Human faces of eGovernment – 1st part
   Human dimensions of eGovernment
   Past, present and future of eGovernment – 1st part
   eGovernment from office’s point of view
16.15 – 16.30 coffee break
16.30 – 18.00 Human faces of eGovernment – 2nd part
   Is eGovernment just eLearning?
   Past, present and future of eGovernment – 2nd part
   eGovernment in European context
18.30 cultural programme and dinner

Day 2 – Thursday 15th October 2009

07.15 – 09.00 breakfast
09.00 – 10.30 Human faces of eGovernment – 3rd part
   eGovernment as subject to evaluate public administration
   Past, present and future of eGovernment – 3rd part
   eRevolution as visions and ideas of eGovernment
10.30 – 11.00 coffee break
11.00 – 12.30 presentation of outputs of the Conference evaluation of conclusions of the Conference
12.30 – 14.00 lunch

Programme changes reserved